THEMATIC RANGE

Subject of the conference is tied with occurring areas:

• advanced manufacturing technologies in vehicle industry
• advanced repair technologies in vehicle industry,
• statistical control of the process,
• quality of constructional materials and products,
• material science,
• quality capacity of processes, traditional and new quality tools,
• quality management systems,
• comprehensive maintenance of machines (TPM),

Every study should contain the short presentation of theoretical issues, effects of examinations and their analysis, the proposal or real improvement actions.

Only theoretical work won't be accepted.

Materials will be given away to the monograph in the reviewed form, every article will be the chapter. Selected in the journal.

Language of the conference: monograph will be published in the English language (authors are responsible for linguistic correctness of one's chapters), proceeding will be led in the English language.

CONFERENCE PAYMENT

The payment for participation in the conference is removing 220 EURO (is embracing: publishing the chapter in the reviewed monograph published in Poland (ISBN / ISSN polish), selected chapters will be published in the journal, conference materials, the board (3 lunches, 2 breakfasts, 2 dinner parties), accommodation (2 night's lodging).

It is possible to make conference payment in the day of conference in order avoiding bank charges or paying to the account:

Spółdzielcza Grupa Bankowa
ESBANK Bank Spółdzielczy
52 8980 0009 2011 0032 1378 0002
SWIFT Code: GBWCPLPP
IBAN: PL
with a postscript: „Name and Surname - Colloquium”
Attention: Costs of transfer covers the sending bank.

IMPORTANT DATES

15.03.2014
Sending applications of participation with the title and with abstract.
(abstract 10 rulers at most in the English language, only by e-mail: colloquium@qpij.pl)

01.04.2014
Sending the full content of the chapter in English language. We are asking to transfer articles with the electronic road for the colloquium@qpij.pl address. Editorial requirements will be transferred after classifying the chapter.

21.05.2014
Starting of the conference

INFORMATION

Dr hab. inż. Robert Ulewicz, prof. PCz.
tel. +48 601 541 609
Dr inż. Dorota Klimecka-Tatar
tel. +48 343 250 399
e-mail: colloquium@qpij.pl
http://www.qpij.pl

PATRONAGE

http://www.wielton.com.pl
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APPLICATION
Reporting only an electronic road for the e-mail address: colloqium@qpij.pl

The application should contain:
• The academic title, the first name and the surname,
• Place of work,
• Address,
• Telephone,
• E-mail,
• Title of the article in the English language,
• Abstract of the article in the English language.